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ABSRACT  

Name   : I m r a n  
Reg. Number : 40300108066 
Title   : Analysis of Symbol Dan Brown’s Novel “The Lost Symbol”. 
Consultant I : Abd. Muin  
Consultant II : Serliah Nur 
 

 This thesis studied about Analysis of Symbol Dan Brown’s Novel “The Lost 
Symbol.” The problem of this thesis are what symbols does Dan Brown use in the 
novel of “The Lost Symbol” and what are the meanings of the symbols. The aim of 
this thesis is to find out symbols used by Dan Brown in the novel “The Lost Symbol” 
and to describe the meaning of symbol in “The Lost Symbol” novel by Dan Brown.  

 The researcher used descriptive qualitative method approach to found out and 
analyzing the meaning of symbols. Instrument that used by the writer was note 
taking. From this instrument, the writer was read the text of novel, and the next writer 
was separate the symbol and write down the meaning in paper the location of the 
page, the last writer was identify symbol and the meaning in the novel. 

 In this thesis, the writer found out some symbols according to Jerry’s theory 
there are, Personal symbol, consist of: The Order Eight Franklin Square, Melencolia 
I, SBB13, Masonic Ring, The Apotheosis of Washington, and The double-headed 
phoenix; Cultural symbol, consist of: Statue of Freedom, Hand of the Mysteries, 
Masonic Pyramid, Freemason’s Cipher, Great Seal of the United States, Kryptos, 
Federal Triangle, Number 33 and Cross or Rose Cross; Universal symbol, the writer 
found one symbols: Sacred Book. All symbols used in The Lost Symbol Novel by 
Dan Brown is to show as Unite State of America is nation build from freemason 
spirit. Masonry is a system of morality,veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbols. 
After that the freemason spirit we can see from rebirth ancient building like, Capitol 
building, White House, and Washington Monument.  

 The result of this research was expected to be useful information to the 
students and lecturer, especially people whose concern with sy mbols. The writer 
hopes this thesis can contribute about literature in English and Literature Department.  

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background 

There are some literary works to change, to educate, to guide and to enlarge 

human’s mind. One of them is knowing and understanding the symbols in novel. As 

we know, there are lots of symbols represent their meanings. However some aspects 

to interpret the symbols. 

In this research, the writer will discuss the symbols in Dan Brown’s Novel. 

There are some aspects related to this research, namely literature and semiotics, they 

was be investigated clearly in the next paragraph.  

Literature is exploitation of words. This is because to understand a literary 

work one must be able to find the deepest meaning in every word contained in a work 

literature. There are a lot of messages covered with the words of a literary works 

(Mayer 1997: 33). The purpose of literature is to give pleasure and entertainment to 

people who read it. It can be concluded that the main reason of studying literature is 

to get pleasure.   

According to Stein (1982: 13) the primary aim of literature is to give pleasure 

and to entertain those who voluntary attend to it. There are many forms of literature 

that is generally known. The form includes poetry, short story, novel, and essay, but 

novel is literary work of the most popular because it is more complete than other 

literary work.  



 

 

 

The material or the subject matter of literature is very general such as human 

life. This implies that literature can deal with every human activity or human 

experience. Some of these activities are particular, some are more widespread, and 

some are universal. Therefore we should expect that literature which is the record of 

human experience, according to this subject, make a verifying appeal to people of 

other communities. In the literary work, absolutely there are many signs that should 

be interpreted by the reader. To understand about what the signs implied, we need to 

know about semiotic.  

Semiotic comes from Greek “Semion” which means “mark” or “sign”. It 

involves the study of any medium or genre as semiotic “sign system” (Nugiantoro, 

1995: 40). So, semiotics tells you not only about the sign, but also about the system, 

the media, and the relationship with the represented. Semiotic also studied the 

creation of signs backgrounds and all interpretations. 

Saussure, (1967: 26) defines semiotic is a general study about sign in society, 

while pierce claimed semiotics as another form of logic it is the formal doctrine of 

sign. In the other hand, according to Saussure semiotic is branch from philosophy.  

 In semiotics, we are talking about the sign. These markers are used in all 

walks of life. To communicate with others, expressed a desire, and the message we 

are also using the sign. In semiotics, the focus is not only talking about the sign, but 

also discussing about icons, indices, and symbols. In the next paragraph, the writers 

will explain about symbol.  



 

 

 

According to Bachry (1993: 95) symbol or sign is something like, drawing, 

speech, emblem, etc. which explain or contain sense for instance white for holiness, 

and rice is a symbol of wealth. Literary symbols are distinguished from arbitrary 

symbols, like letter of the alphabet, number and aljebraic sign. Beyond symbol 

contain expended view therefore; if we are discussing the significance of the literary 

work, we talk about them as symbol. 

The writer can conclude that symbols have different meaning in different 

culture. For example: in Makassar culture to show that their family is dead, they wave 

white flag, but in Bali culture they wave yellow flag if their family is dead.  

The novel of The Lost Symbol tells a story about ancient organization and 

historical places in Washington, DC. Brown the author of this novel chooses freemasonry 

to be the object of the story. It is interesting because freemasonry is a real controversial 

organization which the members are the higher leader in America. In addition, this novel 

presents an interesting story, this novel also has a puzzle that makes the writer cannot 

wait to turn to the next page. This novel is also presented with the interesting plot so 

that the symbol is expressed so clearly. This is what makes the writer interested in 

reviewing the existing symbol in the novel. 

B. Problem Statements 

Based on the background of this research, research questions are formulated 

as follows:  

1. What symbols does Dan Brown use in the novel of “The Lost Symbol”? 

2. What are the meanings of the symbols? 



 

 

 

C. Objective of Research 

Based on the research questions, the writer has several objectives in this 

research, as follows:  

1. To find out symbols used by Dan Brown in the novel “The Lost Symbol”. 

2. To describe the meaning of symbol in “The Lost Symbol” novel by Dan 

Brown.  

D. Significance of Research 

This research has theoretical and practical benefits. Theoretically, the finding 

of this research will serve as a scientific reference for students and lecturers of 

English Language and Literature Department.  

Practically, the finding of this research is expected to be able to give 

contribution to encourage the research on literature, especially in semiotic.   

E. Scope of Research 

 This research only focuses on the analysis of symbol used by Dan Brown in 

his novel “The Lost Symbol”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A. Some Relevant Previous Findings 

There are some previous findings that related to this research, but they have 

different objectives that will be discussed in this research. 

Rosida (2007) in her thesis, “The analysis of Symbol in the Novel “The Scarlet 

Letter” by Nathaniel Hawthorne”.  She found four kinds of symbols use within the 

novel, namely: the scarlet letter, the meteor, pearl, and the rosebush next to the 

prison. The objective of this study is to analyze the Symbol in the Novel “The Scarlet 

Letter” by Nathaniel Hawthorne. This study used semiotic approach because this 

analysis about symbol in the novel. The data were analyzed by using Richard’s 

theory.  

Melani (2010) in her thesis, “Analyze the Symbol in The Da Vinci Code novel 

by Dan Brown”. She found there are five explained deepen symbols in discussion 

namely, Holly grail, Painting ”The Last Supper”, Mary Magdalena, suinere’s, 

Message Code, Blood. Every symbol in this novel has each meaning and represents 

different meaning with the object itself. Descriptive qualitative analysis used to 

explain kids of symbols that found in this novel. The Holy Grail is described about 

allowed Mary Magdalena, the painting talk last supper, represents the true story of 

what and who in the painting. Monalisa isconsiders more detail about the background 

of the object of the painting. Monalisa picture suinere’s  



 

 

 

message code is classifies this symbol as action symbol, and blood is study for truth 

and enlightenment is in the Da Vinci Code.  

Hikmah(2008) in her thesis, “The Power Of Symbols In Jalaluddin Rumi’s 

Prose “Fihi Ma Fihi” (It is what it is)”. She found in Jalaluddin Rumi’s Prose “Fihi 

Ma Fihi” (It is what it is), the writer concludes that there are many kind of symbols. 

Several example of these symbol are, scholar, prince, trial word, responsibilities, 

prayer, helpless, forgotten, ascetic, seal, religion, heart, unbeliever, believer, woe, the 

masters, the prisoners, the crucible, gold, house, fest, beloved and threw. This thesis 

isanalyzed by Hermeneutics and Semiotic Approach Those symbols reflected self 

unity to Allah for most creator, and also embody “wahda al wujud” unity of 

existence.    

The similarity among those previous researches above with this research is to 

figure out the kinds of symbols as the branch of semiotic that containing in literary 

works. While the differences among them with this research can be seen from the 

object of the research. Rosidah, in her thesis analyzing the symbols containing in the 

novel “The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne”by using Richard’s theory. 

Melani, in her thesis analyzing and explaining the kinds of symbols containing in the 

novel “The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown” by using Revsina’s theory. The last, 

Hikmah, in Jalaluddin Rumi’s Prose “Fihi Ma Fihi” (It is what it is) by using 

Hermeneutik and semiotic approaches. And this research it self focusing on analyzing 

the meaning of symbols in the novel “The Lost Symbol by Dan Brown” by using 

Pierce’s theory.  



 

 

 

B. Semiotic 

1. Definition of Semiotics  

Etymology: from “semeion” (Greek, “sign”) Semiotics is a field of 

research that studies signs as an essential part of cultural life and communication. 

According to Jacobson’s (1976: 47) semiotics, we can only know culture (and 

reality) by means of signs, through the processes of signification. Semiotics has 

two founders: the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure and the American 

philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce. “Every message is made of signs; 

correspondingly, the science of signs termed semiotic deals with those general 

principles which underlie the structure of all signs whatever and with the character 

of their utilization within messages, as well as with the specifics of the various 

sign systems, and of the diverse messages using those different kinds of signs. 

According to Saussure (1916:11) “Language is a system of signs that 
express ideas, and is therefore comparable to a system of writing, the 
alphabet of deaf mutes, symbolic rites, polite formulas, military signals, 
etc. But it is the most important of these systems. A science that studies the 
life of signs within society is conceivable; it would be part of social 
psychology and consequently of general psychology, I shall call it 
semiology (from the Greek semeion, ‘sign’). Semiology would show what 
constitutes signs, what laws govern them. Since the science does not yet 
exist, no one can say what it would be, but it has a right to existence, a 
place staked out in advance. Linguistics is only a part of the general science 
of semiology, the laws discovered by semiology will be applicable to 
linguistics, and the latter will circumscribe a well defined area within the 
mass of anthropological facts.” Based on the writer point of view, 
semiotics is the science of signs that can be interpreted freely by the 
understanding and agreement about the sign. 
So, the writer is able to conclude that semiotic is closely associated with 

language, because to explain the purpose of semiotics we should use language as 



 

 

 

media. Through such semiotic approach, we can describe the symbol activities that 

had occurred in the past to understand at the moment. 

Semiotics has been some scholars. In this study, the writer will show two 

scholars who have defined semiotics, they are: Roland Barthes and Charles 

Sanders Peirce. 

a. Roland Barthes (1847-1913), Basic Concepts of Semiotics 

1) Code and message.  

In our lives we constantly send messages that consist of different 

signs. These messages (basically anything from making a phone call, 

waving our hand or the clothes we wear) are based on codes, culturally 

defined systems of relationships. Living in a certain environment we 

internalize sets of codes that affect our semiotic behavior, whether we are 

aware of it or not. Barthes claimed that there is only one exception to the 

rule “no message without a code”, the photographic image, because it 

shows us something reproduced without human intervention (by means of a 

mechanical chemical process). This idea has been much criticized, 

particularly after the breakthrough of digital photography which seriously 

challenges photography’s earlier ontological status. 

2) Denotation and connotation.  

The distinction between denotation and connotation is the guiding 

idea of Barthes semiotic theory. He claims that when we read signs and 

sign-complexes, we can distinguish between different kinds of messages. 



 

 

 

Denotation is the “literal or obvious meaning” or the “first order signifying 

system”. For example the denotative meaning of an image refers to its 

literal, descriptive meaning. Connotation refers to “second-order signifying 

systems,” additional cultural meanings we can also find from the image or 

text. 

Barthes identifies connotation with the operation of ideology 

(which he also calls “myth”). According to Barthes, “ideology” or “myth” 

consists of the deployment of signifiers for the purpose of expressing and 

justifying the dominant values of a given society, class or historical period 

(the signs express not just “themselves,” but also all kind of value systems 

that surround them). As myths, signs tend to appear “natural” and self-

evident (although they are basically always artificial, coded), hiding the 

operations of ideology. 

3) Anchorage and relay.  

According to Barthes (1947: 4), there are two kinds of relationships 

between text and image: anchorage and relay. All images are “polysemic”: 

they are open to basically endless numbers of different readings, implying 

an uncertainty of meanings. Because of this a linguistic message is usually 

associated with every image, to guide their interpretation 

a) In anchorage, the text “anchors” the meaning of the image by naming 

the intended denoted meanings (helping identification). On the level of 



 

 

 

connotation, the linguistic message guides interpretation. The principal 

function of anchorage is ideological: the text directs the reader through 

the signified of the image (towards a meaning chosen in advance). 

b) In relay the text and the image are in a complementary relationship. 

Both the words and images are fragments of a more general syntagm 

and the unity of the message is realized on a higher level. Relay can 

often be found in comic strips and films.  

4) Drawing / painting 

Drawing / painting is always coded because: 

a) It requires a set of rule governed transpositions, that are historical 

(perspective rules, etc.) 

b) There is a division between the significant and the in significant. 

Drawing and painting always involves choices. 

c)  Drawing requires apprenticeship, learning. Barthes believed a 

photograph is a “message without a code” because it is produced 

automatically, without human intervention. It would be a “piece of 

nature” captured by the camera. This view has been much criticized. 

Critics have emphasized to which extend the photograph is a result of 

choices made by the photographer (framing, timing, etc.). 

 

 



 

 

 

5) Closed and Open Systems. 

In his book Barthes developed further his idea of the relationship 

between denotation and connotation: denotation is associated with closure 

and singularity (it is the enemy of free play, opposing even the limited 

plurality made possible by connotation), while connotation represents the 

principle of opening up the text to all kinds of cultural meanings, even to 

the point of questioning the coherence and the identity of the text. This 

leads to the issue of closed and open systems, two types of semiotic 

systems. Classical Hollywood cinema is an example of a closed system. It 

wants to be “read” in a certain way, guiding the viewer and resisting 

alternative readings. Experimental films are often open systems. There is 

no “correct” way of interpreting their meaning; on the contrary, they are 

open to all kinds of readings. 

b. Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914) 

Definition of the sign“ A sign is something which stands to somebody 

for something in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is, 

creates in the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more 

developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the interpretation the first sign. 

The sign stands for something, its object. It stands for that object, not in all 

respects, but in reference to a sort of idea, which I have sometimes called the 

ground.”Peirce’s understanding of the sign is “triadic”. He separates two triads: 

1) Peirce’s First Triad: Sign, Interpretant, Object 



 

 

 

Sign is something we perceive, and which represents something 

else. According to Peirce there are many kinds of signs (Peirce separated 

66 classes of signs). Peirce’s sign roughly corresponds with Saussure’s 

signifier. The sign trigger’s in the observer’s mind another kind of 

“mental” sign, the interpretant. Sign stands for something in the real world, 

the object (or”referent”). The sign stands for the referent in some respect, 

which is called ground (this somehow corresponds with code). 

2) Peirce’s Second Triad’s: Icon, index, symbol. 

a) Icon, which has natural relation between signifier and signified. For 

example: man and the picture of women 

b) Index, , which has casual relation of signifier and signified, for 

example: smoke is sign of fire 

c) Symbol, is a sign which has arbitrary or convensional relation between 

signifier and signified, for example, coffin is symbol of death.  

Peirce says that the interpretant can become a sign which produces a 

new interpretant, and soon endlessly. This resembles Umberto Eco’s idea of 

“unlimited semiosis”: signs from endless chains of signs. 

C. Symbol 

1. Definition of Symbol  

The word “symbol” comes from the Greek “symbol” which means 

contact, taken, insignia, and means of identification. Symbol is meant as anything 



 

 

 

that communicates a fact or an idea that stand for an object. Symbol is anything 

that means of something else usually something abstract such as an idea or belief, 

Goan (1997: 20). 

Etymology, the word derives from the Greek symbolon meaning token or 

watchword. It is an amalgam of sym-“together”+bole “a throwing, a casting, the 

stroke of a missile, bolt, beam.” The sense evolution in Greek is from “throwing 

things together” to “contrasting” to “comparing” to "token used in comparisons to 

determine if something is genuine.” Hence, “out ward sign” of something. The 

meaning “something which stands for something else.” The writer can conclude, 

symbol have a meaning if stand for something. Symbol always have arbitrary 

meaning from people convention (“Symbol” 2013). 

Burke goes on to describe symbols as also being derived from Sigmund 

Freud’s work on condensation and displacement further stating that they are not 

just relevant to the theory of dreams, but also to “normal symbol systems.” He 

says they are related through “substitution” where one word, phrase, or symbol is 

substituted for another in order to change the meaning. In other words, if a person 

does not understand a certain word or phrase, another person may substitute a 

synonym or symbol in order to get the meaning of the original word or phrase 

across. However, when faced with that new way of interpreting a specific symbol, 

a person may change their already formed ideas to incorporate the new 



 

 

 

information based on how the symbol is expressed to the person (“Symbol” 

2013).  

Symbol brings us to communicate with each other within a civilization. 

The symbol is the result of a mutual agreement is very familiar in society is a sign 

of any activity ever under taken. Example: old paint somewhere, this proves that 

ever happened activities painted objects are used as life support.  

A symbol’s meaning may be modified by various factors including 

popular usage, history, and contextual intent. 

a. Historical Meaning 

This history of a symbol is one of many factors in determining a 

particular symbol’s apparent meaning. Consequently, symbols with emotive 

power carry problems analogous to false etymologies. 

a. Contextual Meaning 

The context of a symbol may change its meaning. Similar five pointed 

stars might signify a law enforcement officer or a member of the armed 

services, depending upon the uniform. 

 

 



 

 

 

2. Kinds of Symbol 

A symbol can be defined in the following way according to Gill Richard 

(1995:13):  

a. Traditional Symbol  

Most symbol are traditional, the more you read (and talk to readers of 

poetry) the more you will become acquainted with how word function symbol 

call. For instance: there are many symbols for death-sleep, sunset, the reaper-

and many associated with what lies beyond death, such us a river reaching the 

see or making a journey from which there is not return. Other frequently-used 

symbols are: flowers for the shortness of life, bird for the soul, a garden for a 

perfect order, and the sky for heaven and tree for whole created order of 

nature. Those are just a few as you read and discuss literature, you will 

become aware of how authors give a symbolic life to many of their life.  

b. New Symbol 

In some cases, a poet makes new symbol. For years The Ancient City 

of Byzantium was a symbol of the perfect blending of the arts of living and 

the visual arts (or what is sometimes called art and nature). In Irish poet, 

seams Heaney, has found in the mummified remains of ancient people 

discoursed in bogs a symbol of the tribal passions that are still present in the 

Ireland.    



 

 

 

Jerry in Melani (1997:22) explains the symbol can have three kinds 

association, often a symbol we have all three. The associate are:  

a. Personal, we all have association with things in our experience. One person 

may have strong affection for dogs while another person may fear the 

intensely.  

b. Cultural, different symbol may have quite different meaning in different 

culture.  

c. Universal, Jungian Psychology, along with other theories, argues the some 

symbols have universal meaning.    

According to Revsina (1915:68) kinds of symbol are:  

a. Objects, usually the symbols we find in the literature are inanimate object. 

Such as glass, rose, ring, chair, and etc.  

b. Characters, symbolic characters in some fiction or plays are not well rounded 

and fully known, but are seen fleetingly and remain slightly mysterious.  

c. Sense, sometimes a symbol addresses a sense rather than sight.  

d. Setting, in fiction, feature of physical photograph can provide rich suggestion.  

e. Action, a symbolic act is a gesture with large significant than usual.  

D. Synopsis 

The novel of The Lost Symbol tells a story about ancient organization and 

historical places in Washington, DC. Brown chooses freemasonry to be the object of 

the story. It is interesting because freemasonry is a real controversial organization 



 

 

 

which the members are the higher leader in America. The story takes places in 

Smithsonian Museum, US Capitol, Washington Monument, and others where 

surprisingly are places that have mysteries and secrets. 

Robert Langdon, Katherine Solomon, Inoue Sato, Trent Anderson, Warren 

Bellamy, and others trapped into Mal’akh’s trick to find the source of power. Mal’akh 

then successfully captured Langdon and seriously injured Katherine Solomon. 

Langdon and Katherine were eventually rescued by Sato and her staffs who raced to 

the House of the Temple where Mal’akh threatened to release a heavily edited video 

showing government officials performing secret Masonic rituals. Mal’akh, who 

turned out to be Peter's long-believed dead son, Zachary Solomon, forced the Word 

the circumpunct out of his father and tattooed it on his head on the last portion of 

unmarked skin on his body. Mal’akh then ordered Peter to sacrifice him, as he 

believed that it was his destiny to become a demonic spirit and leaded the forces of 

evil. Director Sato, however, arrived at the Temple in a helicopter, which smashed the 

Temple's overhead glass panel which fatally impaled Mal’akh. The CIA then failed 

Mal’akh’s plan to transmit the video to several leading media channels using an EMP 

blast, disabled Mal’akh’s laptop computer.  

All Mal’akh’s plans were failed and he died in vain. Peter Solomon saved and 

Katherine’s research about Noetic also saved, because Peter Solomon made the copy 

of the research. The secret of Mason which would spread over the world by Mal’akh 

also failed by CIA and it was saved. At that time, Robert wanted to rescue Peter, but 

he already saved. Then everything revealed. Peter asked Robert to join him to reveal 



 

 

 

the lost symbol or word. Robert believed it as just an unreal legend. But he was 

totally wrong. It did exist. The symbol was a holy book (bible, in this case) which all 

religions have it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 

 

A. Research Method 

The method used in this research is descriptive qualitative method. 

According to the Mary Lou Conlin (1983:123), by using descriptive qualitative 

method, will be helpful for the reader to visualize the project easily, which the 

writer chooses this theory in order to develop the descriptive. This method intends 

to describe everything that related to the symbol in The Lost Symbol novel. 

B. Source of Data 

In this research, the source of the study is the text in The Lost Symbol 

novel by Dan Brown (133 chapter, 339 pages, and published 2009).  

C. Instrument of the Research 

In this research, the instrument that is used by the writer is note taking. 

From this instrument, the writer was read the text of novel, and the next writer 

was separate the symbol and write down the meaning in paper the location of the 

page, the last writer was identify symbol and the meaning in the novel. Having 

read some articles, books, and internets, note taking is used to write everything 

that supports this thesis.  

 

 



 

 

 

D. Procedure of Data Collection  

In collecting, the writer was applied several procedures as follows: 

1. The writer reads the novel carefully. 

2. The writer was figure out the symbols contained in the novel and writes them 

in the note card. 

3. The writer was analyze the meaning of each symbol contained in the novel. 

E. Technique of Analyzing Data 

The writer was use Jerry’s theory to analyze the meaning of symbols in 

The Lost Symbol novel by Dan Brown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

A. Findings  

The Lost Symbol is one novel that contains sentences and symbol. The 

sentences are carried out in conversation between characters in the novel. The 

sentences that are object of study authors that are used in accordance with the theory. 

Based on that, the writer found that:  

1. Personal Symbols 

The writer found that there are some sentences in the novel that contains about 

personal symbols as follows:  

a. Double-headed phoenix (see index picture 1.a: 66) 

I am a masterpiece. His massive body was shaved and smooth. He lowered his 
gaze first to his feet, which were tattooed with the scales and talons of a hawk. 
Above that, his muscular legs were tattooed as carved pillars his left leg spiraled 
and his right vertically striated. Boaz and Jachin. His groin and abdomen formed 
a decorated archway, above which his powerful chest was emblazoned with the 
double-headed phoenix each head in profile with its visible eye formed by one 
of Mal’akh’s nipples. His shoulders, neck, face, and shaved head were completely 
covered with an intricate tapestry of ancient symbols and sigils (D. 1: 9).  

 
b. The Apotheosis of Washington (see index picture 1.b: 66) 

Director Sato was standing next to him with her hands on her hips, frowning up at 

the distant ceiling. Langdon sensed she was having the same reaction many had 

when they first stopped to examine the painting at the core of their nation. Utter 

confusion. You’re not alone, Langdon thought. For most people, The Apotheosis 

of Washingtongot stranger and stranger the longer they looked at it. “That’s 

George Washington on the central panel,” Langdon said,  



 

 

 

pointing 180 feet upward into the middle of the dome. “As you can see, he’s 

dressed in white robes, attended by thirteen maidens, and ascending on a cloud 

above mortal man. This is the moment of his apotheosis his transformation into a 

god” (D. 5: 57).  

c. Masonic Ring (see index picture 1.c: 67) 

The past few minutes defied all logic, and now Langdon found himself moving on 
instinct alone. His gut told him to trust this stranger. Beyond saving Langdon 
from Sato’s arrest, the man had taken dangerous action to protect Peter 
Solomon’s mysterious pyramid. Whatever the pyramid may be.While his 
motivation remained a mystery, Langdon had glimpsed a telltale shimmer of gold 
on the man’s hand a Masonic Ring the double-headed phoenix and the number 
33. This man and Peter Solomon were more than trusted friends. They were 
Masonic brothers of the highest degree (D. 9: 115).  

 
d. SBB13 (see index picture 1.d: 67) 

Chief Anderson wondered how this night could possibly get any stranger. The 
hand says SBB13? He was amazed any outsider had even heard of SBB much less 
SBB13. Peter Solomon’s index finger, it seemed, was not directing them upward 
as it had appeared but rather was pointing in quite the opposite direction. Director 
Sato led Anderson over to a quiet area near the bronze statue of Thomas 
Jefferson. “Chief,” she said, “I trust you know exactly where SBB Thirteen is 
located?” “Of course.” “Do you know what’s inside?” “No, not without looking. I 
don’t think it’s been used in decades.” “Well, you’re going to open it up” (D. 7: 
78).  

 
e. Melencolia I (see index picture 1.e: 68) 

“That may be true,” she said. “But how does ‘1514 Albrecht Durer’ explain how 
to decipher the pyramid?” They reached a locked door, and Langdon used 
Bellamy’s key card to get through. “The number 1514,” Langdon said as they 
hurried up the stairs, “is pointing us to a very specific piece of Durer’s work.” 
They came into a huge corridor. Langdon glanced around and then pointed left. 
“This way.” They moved quickly again. “Albrecht Durer actually hid the number 
1514 in his most mysterious piece of art Melencolia I which he completed in the 
year 1514. It’s considered the seminal work of the Northern European 
Renaissance” (D. 11: 171). 
 
 

 



 

 

 

f. Magic Square (see index picture 1.f: 68) 

None of these, Mal’akh now knew. Langdon saw the truth. Ten minutes earlier, 
with liquid rising around his face, the Harvard professor had figured out the key 
to solving the pyramid. “The Order Eight Franklin Square” he had shouted, 
terror in his eyes. “The secret hides within The Order Eight Franklin Square!” At 
first, Mal’akh failed to understand his meaning. “It’s not an address!” Langdon 
yelled, his mouth pressed to the Plexiglas window. “The Order Eight Franklin 
Square! It’s a magic square!” Then he said something about Albrecht Dürer .and 
how the pyramid’s first code was a clue to breaking this final one (D. 14: 255).  

 
2. Cultural Symbols 

Besides personal symbols, the writer found cultural symbol in the sentences 

according to the novel that contains as follows:  

a. Statue of Freedom(see index picture 2.a: 69) 

As the escalator ascended, Langdon took a deep breath and tried to gather his 
thoughts. He gazed up through the rain-speckled glass ceiling at the mountainous 
form of the illuminated Capitol Dome over head. It was an astonishing building. 
High atop her roof, almost three hundred feet in the air, the Statue of Freedom 
peered out into the misty darkness like a ghostly sentinel. Langdon always found 
it ironic that the workers who hoisted each piece of the nineteen-and-a-half-foot 
bronze statue to her perch were slaves a Capitol secret that seldom made the 
syllabi of high school history classes (D. 2: 17). 

 
b. Hand of Mystery (see index picture 2.b: 69) 

The icon was rarely seen anymore, but throughout history it had symbolized a 
powerful call to action. Langdon strained to comprehend the grotesque artifact 
now before him. Someone crafted the Hand of the Mysteries out of Peter's hand? 
It was unthinkable. Traditionally, the icon was sculpted in stone or wood or 
rendered as a drawing. Langdon had never heard of the Hand of the Mysteries 
being fashioned from actual flesh. The concept was abhorrent (D. 4: 34). 

 
c. Masonic Pyramid (see index picture 2.c: 70) 

Langdon could not fathom what it was doing here. A stone pyramid? “From your 
look of surprise,” Sato said, sounding self-satisfied, “I take it this object is not 
typical within a Chamber of Reflection?”Langdon shook his head. “Then perhaps 
you would like to reassess your previous claims regarding the legend of a 



 

 

 

Masonic Pyramid hidden in Washington?” Her tone now was almost smug. 
“Director,” Langdon replied instantly, “this little pyramid is not the Masonic 
Pyramid. “So it is merely coincidence that we found a pyramid hidden at the heart 
of the U.S. Capitol in a secret chamber belonging to a Masonic leader? ” Langdon 
rubbed his eyes and tried to think clearly. “Ma’am, this pyramid doesn’t resemble 
the myth in any way. The Masonic Pyramid is described as enormous, with a tip 
forged of solid gold” (D. 8. 109-110).  

 
d. Freemason’s Cipher(see index picture 2.d: 70) 

“I assume you recognize this language?” Bellamy asked. “Of course,” Langdon 
replied, eyeing the sixteen symbols. Known as the Freemason’s Cipher, this 
encoded language had been used for private communication among early Masonic 
brothers. The encryption method had been abandoned long ago for one simple 
reason it was much too easy to break. Most of the students in Langdon’s senior 
symbology seminar could break this code in about five minutes. Langdon, with a 
pencil and paper, could do it in under sixty seconds (D. 10: 125).  

 
e. Great Seal of the United States (see index picture 2.e: 71) 

“Stay right there!” the agent shouted. “I’ll be there in fifteen seconds!” Omar 
looked down at the wad of bills the man had given him. The bill on top was 
apparently the one they had been writing on. It had a Jewish star on top of the 
Great Seal of the United States. Sure enough, the star’s points fell on letters that 
spelled MASON (D. 12: 188).  

 
f. Kryptos (see index picture 2.f: 71) 

 “What are you getting at?” she demanded as they rounded a corner near the 
Agency cafeteria. “In a word” Parrish pointed into the darkness. “That.” Nola 
glanced up. Across the plaza in front of them was a massive metal sculpture 
glimmering in the moonlight. In an agency that boasted over five hundred pieces 
of original art, this sculpture titled Kryptos was by far the most famous. Greek for 
“hidden,” Kryptos was the work of American artist James Sanborn and had 
become something of a legend here at the CIA (D. 15: 314).  

 
g. Federal Triangle (see index picture 2.g: 72) 

An impressive coincidence considering that the cornerstones of the three 
structures that make up Federal Triangle the Capitol, the White House, the 
Washington Monument were all laid in different years but were carefully timed to 
occur under this exact same astrological condition (D. 3: 20). 

 



 

 

 

h. Number 33 (see index picture 2.h: 72) 

Considering the dramatic preamble, Langdon had expected something more 
impressive. The package was a small cube-shaped box, about three inches square, 
wrapped in faded brown packing paper and tied with twine. From the package’s 
heavy weight and size, it felt like its contents must be rock or metal. This is it? 
Langdon turned the box in his hands, now noticing the twine had been carefully 
secured on one side with an embossed wax seal, like an ancient edict. The seal 
bore a double-headed phoenix with the number 33 emblazoned on its chest the 
traditional symbol of the highest degree of Freemasonry (D. 6: 68).  

i. Cross (see index picture 2.i: 73) 

Robert Langdon’s thoughts churned as he stared at the transformed box on the 
desk in front of him. I had no Idea. Moments ago, he had reached into the stone 
box, grasped the Masonic ring, and gently turned it. As he rotated the ring 
through thirty-three degrees, the cube had suddenly changed before his eyes. The 
square panels that made up the sides of the box fell away from one another as 
their hidden hinges released. The box collapsed all at once, its side panels and lid 
falling outward, slapping loudly on the desk. The cube becomes a cross, Langdon 
thought. Symbolic alchemy. Katherine looked bewildered by the sight of the 
collapsed cube. “The Masonic Pyramid relates to Christianity?” (D.13: 212-213).  

 
3. Universal Symbols 

The last symbol found in this novel is universal symbol. According to 

universal symbols, writer show some symbol that as follows:  

a. Sacred Book (see index picture 3.a: 73) 
 

Every culture on earth had its own sacred book its own Word each one different 
and yet each one the same. For Christians, the Word was the Bible, for Muslims 
the Koran, for Jews the Torah, for Hindus the Vedas, and on and on it went (D. 
16: 324).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
B. Discussion 

In this part, the writer will show after explaining the symbol and meaning of 

symbols conveyed in the novel. The data are taken from Dan Brown’s Novel “The 

Lost Symbol.” 

1. Personal Symbol  

The writer explained about the symbols conveyed in personal symbol in the 

novel. Personal symbol is symbol belongs to personal experiences, used someone to 

support his activity in society. The personal symbols contained in the novel as 

follows:  

a. Double-headed Phoenix 

In accordance with the findings, the writer can explain the symbols contained 

D.1: 9. In the past, the double-headed phoenix is a fabulous bird called the 

Phoenix size and shape resembles an eagle. This bird is said that whiles his death, 

his body open and emerged phoenix reborn. Because this bird is a reference 

symbol considered to represent immortality and resurrection. Furthermore, 

Phoenix become the secret sign of the religious orders such as the ancient world, 

as told in the novel The Lost Symbol Dan Brown, told the eagle as the symbol of 

the highest degree freemason organization. This notch another degree is the 

degree of which is occupied by people who have achieved the highest level of 

enlightenment. This is, that creates the perception that a person who has been 



 

 

 

accepted into the shrine known as the man born for the second time, or reborn. 

Policy confers a new life, and those who become wise are born again. 

The writer also discovered the meaning of phoenix in various countries and 

traditions. Tradition connects the Egyptian phoenix with the sun god Ra and the 

City of Heliopolis was famous obelisk. In China, the phoenix is a bird called the 

leader of a herd of Fenghuang. Then, the Hindus called phoenix as Garuda, the 

bird of the Hindu god Vishnu. 

In modern times the double-headed phoenix has evolved into an eagle that 

was on one side of the American one dollar bill. This eagle has 13arrows in his 

claws, the symbol is also found on the official symbol of American Mason. It can 

be defined as a meeting between East and West. Number 13contained in his paws 

as reflecting early American state, amounting to 13 countries. The real truth to be 

conveyed by Dan Brown in his novel is “double-headed Phoenix” refers to the 

rebirth of Mason spirit at America’s founding. 

So we can conclude the double-headed Phoenix symbolizes rebirth. Mal’akh 

make double-headed Phoenix symbolon his chest as a sign that he was reborn as a 

masterpiece, and then at the end of this novel he hoped to serve as an offering to 

God to liberate the soul from the body. This is done on the basis of the story of 

Abraham’s sacrifice ordered by God to offer up his son Isaac. Mean while, for the 

rebirth Katherine has meaning again replacement for the ancient science to 

produce modern inventions, which are oriented on Science Neotic soul force of 

nature affecting  matter.  



 

 

 

The writer classifies the double-headed phoenix as a personal symbol 

according to Jerry’s because; this refers to the improvement of you a character 

named Mal’akh. Mal’akh tattoos painted body with double-headed phoenix as a 

symbol for rebirth perfection. 

b. The Apotheosis of Washington 

The writer will explain the meaning of symbols contained D. 5: 57. This is a 

painting located in the dome of the capitol building just above the Rotunda floor. 

This painting is called the apotheosis of Washington, said the apotheosis comes 

from the ancient Greek: apo means to be, theos meaning god or gods, so the 

apotheosis process of becoming a god. This painting is a masterpiece of 

Constantino Brumidi’s in 1865. The concept of this painting illustrates the first 

American leader was shown the way to heaven, which rose from the center of the 

capitol and its capital through the Rotunda dome. Washington and throughout the 

nation revived and uplifted as the resurrection and ascension of Jesus. 

Furthermore, the authors will describe the physical form of painting. In this 

painting we can see George Washington ascended into heaven flanked woman 

representing Freedom and Victory. They are surrounded by virgin thirteen 

representing the thirteen initial states. The painting is 55meters from the floor and 

measures 433 square meters. Great every figure is4.3 meters, and can be easily 

seen by those who stood on the floor of the Rotunda and looked up. For those 

who have ever visited the Sistine Chapelin Rome and admiring the paintings on 



 

 

 

the ceiling will easily understand why Brumidi’s known as the “Leonardo Da 

Vinci Capitol.” 

Another important element in this painting are: ancient goddesses  participate 

in American history. Goddess Minerva appeared with Benjamin Franklin, 

inventor of the steamboat Robert Fulton and Samuel Morse, inventor of the 

telegraph and the study of religious philosophy at Yale. Neptune, god of the sea, 

helps lay a transatlantic cable beginning in 1857for telegraph communications. 

Ceres, goddess of agriculture, sitting on a mechanical harvester invented by Cyrus 

Mc Cormick in 1813(which is said to resemble wheels Templar Cross). Mercury 

the god of commerce, fulcan that over shad ows the steam engine, and the 

trampling Freedom tyrants. Latin phrase found in the banner held high above the 

figure of Washington that reads: “EPLIRIBUSUNUM” (one that comes from a 

lot) this phrase leads to George Washington. 

The writers classifies apotheosis of Washington as a personal symbol 

according to Jerry’s theory because, this is a picture of George Washington 

individual transformation into a god. The concept of “Transformation” is the key 

to the novel The Lost Symbol and Mason legend predicting individual 

enlightenment, and ultimately acceptance of the death of the physical body, but 

for the life of the spirit. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

c. Masonic Ring 

According to D. 9: 115 the writer get result. This ring is a ring worn by 

members of the highest degree mason brotherhood throughout the world. If we 

see a glimpse of this ring has a shape like a ring in general, the difference is, this 

ring has the words “order ab chao” meaning “order out of chaos.” Furthermore, 

this ring has a small circle on the inside which is a symbol of the degree. Coat 

degree leads on “all revealed at the thirty-third degree,” that are used to change 

the shape of the safety deposit box top of the pyramid stone mason to form a 

cross. The change occurred when Robert Langdon attach the ring to the top of the 

pyramid safe stone mason who have the same circle with the ring. The box is 

transformed into a cross when Langdon rotate 33 degrees ring. 

These rings are used by people who are watch men mason pyramid. 

According to this novel mason ring was created in conjunction with the creation 

of the pyramids mason who has a gold crest. In the novels of Dan Brown’s The 

Lost Symbol, which uses ring are Peter Solomon and Dean Galloway. 

The writer classifies Masonic ring as a personal symbol according to Jerry’s 

theory, because the symbol is only used by certain people. This guy is a keeper 

pyramid mason, and was in position 33degree mason highest degree. Mason 

highest degree earned only by those who truly have come to the perfect initiation 

to receive all the secrets mason. People who become members are receiving a 

special invitation in the form of hand-mystery, a level closely monitored. 



 

 

 

d. SBB XIII (Chamber of Reflection)  

The writer will explain D. 7: 78 in the next sentence. This is a room that 

contained nearly all the world called (Chamber of Reflection). The room is 

designed with a very comfortable atmosphere for meditation. For the mason room 

used to contemplate impermanence world is only temporary. Freemason Fraternal 

groups consider Booths Reflection is a trip to the starting point. It was the front 

room, situated on the verge Logy, where candidates reflect on and confirmed his 

desire to be “entered apprentice” members apprenticeship. 

In contemplation chamber contained objects such as skulls, crossbones, 

scythe, hourglass, sulfur, salt, paper, and a candle. For the mason it is the symbol 

of death, symbol of the mason was inspired to reflect on how best to live as long 

as they exist in this world. The meaning of the symbols is as follows: skull 

represents the last transformation of human; this picture someday mortal flesh on 

our body is released and only immortal soul. Sulfur and salt, is a medium to 

facilitate transformation. Hourglass, representing the power of the transformed 

time. Blank paper, as a symbol of chastity after transformation. Candles, lighting 

represents people from ignorance, development and revival. The last Symbol is a 

crescent in the cubicle reflection, meaningful nutritious meals or gifts from 

nature. 

There is usually a reflection booth at every home associations mason, but 

surprisingly there is contemplation chamber in the basement of the capitol 



 

 

 

building. The discovery of reflection booths really surprising protagonist Robert 

Langdon and a few other figures. Chamber of reflection refers to the people who 

work as legislators in the halls of that. The place is a spiritual sanctuary away 

from the chaos of the material world. The place was very important for 

lawmakers before making decisions that affect others. In the novel meditation 

chamber is designed specifically for use by Peter Solomon. 

The next stage of transformation, candidate toward a higher path that 

requires persistence and determination in the contemplation of absolute personal 

metaphors based on a person’s life from the cradle to the grave, mystery, time, 

and stages of maturity and purity of the spiritual peace that transforms. True 

initiation is an individual process. No one can transform a person, but himself. 

Others may guide and help, but in the end the process was the work of the. 

Individuals are able to do this great work. 

The writer classifies SBBXIII (chamber of reflection) as a personal symbol 

according to Jerry’s theory because symbolic chamber of reflection leads to the 

character of Peter Solomon himself. Peter Solomon had it contemplating cubicle 

in the basement of the capitol building, which is used as a place of spiritual 

meditation, reflecting on the life of the world and life after death. 

e. Melencolia I 

In this part the writer will show the conclusions from D. 12: 171. This 

painting portrays enlightened mournful failed. This painting is believed 

Melencolia named as a Latin anagram for Limen Coela or “threshold of heaven.” 



 

 

 

In the painting there are wood working tools such as compasses, polished stones, 

and even the dog. The stairs are considered a Jacob’s ladder. In1514, Albrecht 

Durer engravings created that lists the title and year of creation. This is one of the 

works of art of the most studied in the Western world. The entire carving found 

on the painting matches the so-called “Christian Mystical” fusion between the 

early Christians, alchemy, astrology and science. 

Figures 1514 found by Langdon on gold pyramid box, the picture in the form 

of the letter “A” which is perched on top of the letter “D” and covers him. 

Langdon recognizes it as this reference to a name that is as the creator of the 

painting Albrecht Durer Melencolia I. This painting could be said of spiritual self-

portrait of Albrecht Durer. Durer visited Florence and familiarizing themselves 

with artwork Raphael and Leonardo da Vinci. The painters give title Melencolia I. 

The author will show the interpretation of the images and symbols found on 

the painting. The title is interpreted as an example of gematria, assign numbers to 

the letters to reveal hidden relationships. If someone Setting number 1on the letter 

A, second in B, and so on, then read Melencolia Eins =(13 +5 +12 +5 +14 +3 +15 

+12 +9 +1) + (5 +9 +14 +19)=136 and ABRECHTDVRER=(1 +12 +2 +18 +5 +3 

+8 +20) + (4 +22 +18 +5 +18) = 136. (Note the Latin letter V which replaces the 

letter U in the name of the painter). 

A very charming square in the form of a series of figures carved four-by-four 

from 1to 16, that each row and column amounted to 34, associated with the planet 

Jupiter in a kind of hermetic texts. Bottom row contains thenumbers4-15-14-1, 



 

 

 

which according to some people is the date (1514) and since the code for the letter 

A =1 and D= 4 to Albrecht Durer. According to experts the painting is closely 

associated with the tradition of Mason, although the official beginning of the 

founding of the Brotherhood of Freemasons lodges was in 1717, two centuries 

after the work itself. 

The writer classifies Melencolia I as a personal symbol according to Jerry’s 

theory because; this painting reveals the identity of the author, whose name and 

year of manufacture can be interpreted from the existing rectangular in painting. 

f. Magic Square  
 
The data show that the meaning of symbols contained in D. 14: 255. It is a 

rectangular formation Eight Franklin. Figures contained in this square from one to 

sixty-four covered an are a similar to a chess board, with a line from left to right 

numbered 260, as well as figures from top to bottom in each column. Square is 

not as true magic squares, diagonals do not sum to 260, Franklin creates some 

very stunning diagonal design that resembles a pyramid shape. 

The writer found that Benjamin Franklin created this magic square in 1706-

1790 including square consisting of sixteen rows and sixteen columns. Franklin as 

an author, editor, scientist, statesman, diplomat, and one of the American 

founding fathers, he is most remembered for his role in the American Declaration 

of Independence and French efforts to obtain assistance at the beginning of the 

Revolution. It is not known by many is its status as a Mason. Franklin spent many 

years in England, where he is likely to interact with members of the “Invisible 



 

 

 

College” smart groups of people around the world. Franklin published his book 

on America’s first Mason; he was also instrumental in the design of Washington, 

DC and the Capitol Building. Benjamin Franklin had a famous slogan “Direct 

action will avoid problems later on.” 

Langdon found the mason’s pyramid in a chaotic arrangement. But contained 

in the pyramid was “total chaos” To bring “order ab chaos” (order out of chaos), 

Langdon must use the Order Eight Franklin Square. Finally, Langdon realizes that 

the phrase refers to the magic eight squares by eight famous works of Benjamin 

Franklin. 

Rectangular symbol that will become apparent when there was a 

transformation, similar to the use of square Albrecht Durer. By rearranging the 

symbols that correspond to the numbers in the square, so that the letters in the last 

line of the second column is placed in the first column of the first row, and so on, 

the symbols that form a meaningful sequence. 

The next paragraph describes the expertise of author Robert Langdon will 

parse the order and meaning of the square it line by line. 

In the first line contains the Greek word Heredom. The word is related to the 

House of the Temple (The Holy House of Mason), followed by an arrow pointing 

to the south on the map of the city, towards the Washington monument. 

The second line reads “Circumpunct.” Symbol the Source, the Origins of 

Everything. Washington Monument, the Tower in the Vatican Rome, the Tower 

in New York, in the Irish Tower, Tower in Turkey, in London Tower, Tower in 



 

 

 

Paris, and the National Monument in Jakarta, Indonesia is a symbol of 

“Circumpunct”, the symbol could also be read as the sun in the next moon in the 

sky or heaven. 

The third line, the first one read by Langdon as a mason symbols: the rule, 

stands for gold, Sigma, for the sum of all parts, the Pyramids, the letter Delta to 

change, Alchemy element symbol mercury, and Ouroboros, for wholeness and at-

one -men (unification). But the truth is that the line will reveal the secrets of the 

words “LausDeo,” Praise the Lord. Word or symbol is found on Pyramid Peak 

found on the Washington Monument every day exposed to the sun's first morning 

in Washington, DC. This event can only be seen at the top of the Capitol building, 

the access to the above only known by the architect of the building. Langdon and 

Katherine got a chance move by the end of the story in this novel. 

Fourth row, for the symbols for the moon and stars, crosses and stars 

Hebrews, plainly three candles, and a compass for Masons. Thus, the Masons 

have two traditions, namely, the first comes from the art of masonry, perfectly 

symbolized by the famous Mason symbol in the form of rule and compass, as 

well as a large letter G for “Geometry” and to God (God). Another tradition is 

esoteric and occult traditions from ancient teachings and the Temple of Solomon, 

which is reflected from the porters-Mason temple with a ceremony, ritual, and 

symbol. 

Mason is not a religious brotherhood. However, Mason's group united by 

faith in a higher power, which always referred to as the Great Architect of the 



 

 

 

Universe or The Great Architect of the Universe (TGAOTU). Freemasonry is 

open to anyone regardless of His religion. The houses bevy Mason is a natural 

place for people to gather, seek answers to these difficult questions in life. Such 

as: who created me?. What happens when I die?. Or as expressed by Mal’akh on 

the opening pages in The Lost Symbol, which is often repeated, “The secret is 

how to die.” 

The fifth line had a sun symbol, the eye of Horus, the Moon and the Muslim 

star, symbol of Yin and Yang, Ankh, and a symbol as are presentation of the 

coffin box. 

The sixth line, contained in the pyramid or triangle, contains Hand of Peace, 

the Celtic symbol for the trinity Tri Querta, Om, Buddhist Wheel of Life, 

Pentagram, and Triangle, Pythagoras formed of three rectangular. 

The seventh and eighth rows, containing Zodiac symbols, from left to right: 

Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, 

Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces. 

The writer classifies Franklin Formation of Eight as a personal symbol 

according to Jerry’s theory because this square is the creation of Benjamin 

Franklin. The mason square pyramid is a map that leads us to find the Lost 

Symbol, The Lost Word is buried under the Washington Monument United 

States. 

 

 



 

 

 

2. Cultural Symbol  

The writer explained about the symbols conveyed in cultural symbol in the 

novel. Cultural symbol is symbols use in society and different with the others society. 

Different symbol may have quite different meaning in different culture. The cultural 

symbols contained in the novel as follows:  

a. Statue of Freedom 

The writer explained that the meaning of symbols contained D. 2: 17. It is as 

culture that complements the American capitol roof top. In the next sentence, the 

writers will describe the significance of this statue. It is a bronze statue depicting 

the Goddess of Freedom classical female figure wearing a long pleated. His right 

hand rests on the hilt of his sword sheathed, his left hand holding the crown of 

victory and the shield leaves the United States with thirteen lines. Hat circled stars 

and crest composed of an eagle’s head, feathers and claws refers to Native 

American costume. A brooch in scribed “U.S.” pinning fringed robes. He was 

standing on a globe of iron circled the words E Pluribus Unum, from the Latin 

phrase meaning “one who comes from a lot of ”who was then the American 

national motto. These statues depict “Victory, Freedom in the War and Peace.” 

The Statue of Freedom is the work of Thomas Crawford. The bronze statue 

stands 6 feet tall and weighs about 6.5 tons. Crested hat towering 88 meters above 

the front of the Capitol dome plazas. In 1855, Crawford was assigned to design 

the Statue of Liberty and bring plaster models for the statue in his studio in Rome. 



 

 

 

Furthermore, starting in 1860, the Statue of Liberty is printed in five main 

sections by Clark Mills, whose bronzes melting work shop located on the 

outskirts of Washington. In the process of this statue had been halted in 1861due 

to civil war. But, by the end of1862, the statue was completed and exhibited for a 

while in the Capitol court yard. At the end of 1863, construction of the dome was 

ready for the installation of the statue. The last Part, head and shoulders sculpture, 

raised on December 2, 1863, accompanied by a gun salute of 35gunsanswered by 

the guns of the fort on 12 around Washington. 

The writer classifies statue of freedom as a cultural symbol according Jerry’s 

theory, because the statue portrays from Native Americans, as well as Victory, 

Freedom in Warand Peace. 

b. Hand of Mystery 

In accordance with the findings, the writer can explain the meaning of 

symbols contained D. 4: 34. Hand of mystery is the hand that represents a 

fragment of an invitation to the highest degree freemason who has done much of 

the time. Hands are usually carved in stone or wood, or used as a painting. 

Severed hand has a function to show a path of initiation. Hand found by Langdon 

was appointed floor Rotunda ceiling paintings in the Rotunda at The apotheosis of 

George Washington, who by the end of this novel into a Robert Langdon and 

Katherine Solomon saw gold in the morning sun. Hand IIIX88S also hides a 

mysterious symbol, which if reversed would read SBBXIII, pointing to a room in 



 

 

 

the sub-basement of the Capitol is in use as a private room (room reflections) by 

Peter Solomon. 

In addition to the sense of mystery in hand, the authors also find meaning in 

Alchemy and Kabbalah. In alchemy the hand is pointing the formula to prepare 

phisycorum Tincture (physical tincture). The fish is mercury, and ocean 

swimming is restricted sulfur fire place, while each carrying emblems such as 

fingers, the crown of the thumb, the index finger star, the sun on the middle 

finger, ring finger lanterns, and little finger keys. Through the combination of the 

whole finger was completed candidate can complete his masterpiece. This hand 

contains the phrase “those who swear by the hands of wise men is that they will 

not teach science without using a parable.” For followers of Kabbalah, this picture 

shows the Single Strength (thumb crown) in four worlds (fingers with their 

respective emblems respectively). In addition to the above sense, it symbolizes 

mystery hand hands Master Mason who used to “lift” Heavenly Home Builders 

martyred. 

Furthermore, the author will explain the meaning of the symbols found on 

these mystery fingers. Philosophically, the key represents mystery itself, without 

help, people will not be able to open up various booths own existence. Lantern is 

human knowledge, because it is a touch of Fire Universal captured in man-made 

containers. Lantern is a light to those who live in the universe inferior, and with 

his help, they want to follow the footsteps of Truth. The sun, which could be 

called “Light of the World”, represents the luminescence of creation, and through 



 

 

 

it, people can learn the mystery of all beings, expressed through forms and 

figures. Stars is the Universal Light that reveals the cosmic truth and heavenly. 

Crown is light absolute unknown and undisclosed whose strength shines through 

all the light in the form of smaller sparks of the Eternal Light. Crown can now be 

interpreted as a symbol of the triumph of the power used by the king. 

The writer classifies hand of mystery as a cultural symbol according to 

Jerry’s theory because, in the hands of the mystery is only used by freemason 

fraternity. Freemasons use these hands for generations as a secret invitation for 

members of them as on who will rise to the thirty-third degree, the highest degree 

of the so-called Scottish rite. 

c. Masonic Pyramid  

The meaning of symbols contained D. 8: 109-110. Masonic Pyramid is one 

of the many secrets of cities Mason. Mason pyramid guarded by a member of the 

masons who were in the highest degree. In the novel The Lost Symbol, which had 

been a guard pyramid mason is Peter Solomon, Dean Galloway, and Robert 

Langdon, who first became members of the first guard and not a mason. Mason 

pyramid is described as having a small shape on the end the refalsifies gold as the 

unfinished pyramid. Smaller pyramid becomes a giant pyramid in Washington 

DC is the Washington Monument, the pyramid-shaped peak. Washington also has 

a monument peak gold is seen by Robert Langdon and Katherine Solomon on the 



 

 

 

top of the capitol building. Golden sun shining on the morning of the words 

“Lausdeo”(blessed be God). 

Ancient mysteries became the basis for countless legends that have survived 

in the historical narrative. This ancient wisdom is protected by guard secrets like 

the Knights Templar, the Rosicrucian’s, the Illuminati, the Alumbrados and 

others. The Mason, a guard pyramid mason to fulfill their responsibility to protect 

this great wisdom for future generations. The mason decided to hide in a large 

castle. A great castle is in America. The mystery was moved from the Old World 

to the New World here, to the land that they hope America will remain free from 

religious tyranny. The mystery will be revealed when the time is right. 

According to myth, the Masons crowned their great pyramid capstone, gold 

shines as a symbol of the precious treasure of ancient wisdom capable of 

empowering humanity to its full potential deification. Pyramid essentially means 

enlightenment. Until now no one has ever explained exactly what it should be in 

the Masonic Pyramid whether ancient texts, occult writings, scientific revelation, 

or something much more mysterious but the legend did say that the valuable 

information encoded in it intelligently and only understood by the most 

enlightened. Without ends, the pyramid is known as the Unfinished Pyramid, it is 

a symbolic reminder that the human ascent to its full potential as human beings 

have always worked for the betterment. Although few realize it, this symbol is the 

symbol of the most widely published on the earth. More than twenty billion have 

print. Adorn every single dollar bill in circulation, Unfinished Pyramid waited 



 

 

 

patiently for the shining pinnacle rock, which is above as a reminder of unfulfilled 

destiny-American and the work still to do, both as a country and as individuals. 

In the novel the writer concludes the explanation “the power of the Masonic 

Pyramid is not to reveal the mystery itself but that it reveals the location where 

the mystery kept secret”. Pyramid is a map to the policy contained by the end of 

this novel. The relationship between an ancient mystery and the Masonic Pyramid 

According to some accounts, is the freemason be a the last keeper this policy after 

the extinction of almost all of the fraternity in the sixteenth century in Europe, 

which was destroyed by the wave son charges of religious persecution. 

The writer classifies Masonic Pyramid as a cultural symbol, according to 

Jerry’s theory because; Masonic pyramid is the inheritance of the hereditary 

keeper privacy policies. Mason became the Sisters of last keeper of this ancient 

wisdom. The mason put this ancient wisdom in the U. S. that is thought to protect 

the country well. Ancient wisdom was obtained on the basis of the Washington 

Monument, in the form of the Book. 

d. Cipher Freemason 

In D. 10: 125, the writer can explain the meaning of symbols. Freemasons 

Cipher is a fraction symbol which when coupled with the right will give meaning. 

Freemasons sometimes called Pigpen Cipher (Cipher enclosure Pig), puts the 

twenty-six letters in the alphabet into two rectangular three times three and two 

blocks, each of which consists of four fields. Each letter corresponds to a single 

place in the larger diagram. 



 

 

 

Cipher has been used since the 18th century to safe guard the secrets of 

Masons, but later a band one because the code is very easy to solve. After a 

period of ciphers disappeared resurfaced in the latest Dan Brown novel The Lost 

Symbol.“Symbolis found in the unfinished pyramid stones in SBB13” (the 

basement of the capitol building) in the stone pyramid Langdon found a series of 

sixteen symbols four times four. Using the appropriate table, pyramid message 

would read: 

SOEU 

ATUN 

CSAS 

VUNJ    

The result of the read symbol would mean if we use the 1514 square 

Albrecht Durer’s work. Magic square is to rearrange the letters or symbols 

contained in the stone pyramid 

Furthermore, the authors will show the use of rectangles in different cultures. 

In ancient civilizations of China, Egypt, India, and Persia emerged magic square. 

Magic squares have numbers on all transverse lines, columns decreases, and the 

same number of diagonal, square is traditionally believed to have magical and 

mystical properties, and often have astrological significance. Magic square is just 

one use of a combination of letters and numbers found in the text of an esoteric or 

occult. 



 

 

 

Solving cipher mason closely associated with painting Albrecht Durer 

Melencolia I in which there is a square to define all mutual meaning of all 

symbols contained in the cipher that. Using four-by-four square will read as 

follows. Bottom row contain numbers 4-15-14-1, which some people are not only 

seen as a date (1514), but also the use of cipher Mason to change the letter A = 1 

and D = 4 to Albrecht Durer. Using the figures contained in the rectangular Durer, 

Langdon rearranging letters. 

S O E U 16 3 2 13 J E O V 

A T U N  5 10 11 8 A S A N 

C S A S 9 6 7 12 C T U S 

V U N J  4 15 14 1 U N U S 

It reads Jeova Sanctus Unus, the word is known by all students Latin, and 

translates as “One True God.” For further Langdon found this symbol turns 

anagram for Isaacus Neutonuus, Sir Isaac Newton. Newton’s name alone will 

give you clues to solve the hidden symbols in gold pyramid. Under a layer of 

wax, there is a hidden symbol. By using Newton Scale 33 degrees, the 

temperature of boiling water, symbols that magically appears. They are sixty-four 

symbols that also must be setback by Langdon.  

The writer classifies Freemason’s cipher as a cultural symbol according to 

Jerry’s theory, because the cipher is used in the culture of an encrypted message 

by the mason respectively, before it was replaced with a code that is more 

difficult to solve. 



 

 

 

 

e. The Great Seal of United States 

According to D. 13: 188, the writer can explain the meaning of symbols. It is 

the official symbol of America has many symbols, each of which has a meaning. 

The author describes the start of the words contained in this symbol is “Novus 

Ordo Seclorum” which means New World ,”Annuit Ceoptis” which means he 

smiled at our accomplishments or our activities. Her eyes represent reasoning. 

Then the new world or America is built in terms of God’s original creation, while 

the reflection of God’s original creation, through reasoning. 

When we look at the back of the pyramid on the symbol, you will find the 

desert. Next section we will see a growing plant. Desert over view, European 

chaos, war, war and war we have been away from it all, and create state in the 

name of reason, not the name of power, from the reemerged a new life interest. 

On the right side of U.S. one dollar bills. There is an eagle; the bird belongs to the 

god Zeus. The eagle symbolizes the fall of the gods to the time. The eagle is a 

bird deity. This is a bald eagle, American eagle, which is the counter part of the 

supreme god Zeus eagle belong. 

The eagle was dropped into the world to act in one of his actions was a war, 

and the other peace. So, on one leg, the eagle holds thirteen arrows, that the 

principles of war. On the other foot, he holds a laurel and fruiting thirteen, that the 

principle of peace. The eagle looked toward the laurel branches. That is what the 

founders of American idealists that people view and act that way, toward 



 

 

 

establishing diplomatic relations with other countries. What is the eagle 

represented aluminous sign above his head. Thirteen stars representing the 

thirteen American states beginning in the falcon’s head to forma Star of David. 

One point on the peak that represents the creative center, where the emergence of 

the universe and everything. 

The writer classifies The Great Seal of American as a cultural symbol 

according to Jerry’s theory because it is an interpretation symbol all that is in 

America and the culture continuously. Thus the authors conclude, the U.S. dollar 

banknotes contained an official symbol of America, the eagle represents the 

natural way transcendental manifest themselves in the world. That is the basis of 

the establishment of the United States. If you want to govern properly, you have 

to govern from the top of the triangle, in the sense that the world’s eyes are on the 

top. 

f. Kryptos 

In the next sentence writer will explain the meaning of symbols according to 

D. 15: 314. Kryptos is a work of art to the latest CIA head quarters. The art work 

is shaped like the letter S made of copper screen. Kryptos coded text that contains 

work by the American artist born in 1988, namely James Sanborn in collaboration 

with a writer, to select the text and a retired CIA cryptologists to encrypt a 

message. Sanborn said “they will be able to read what I write, but what I write is a 

mystery in itself.” But, painting that provides the code and solutions to the current 

CIA director, William Webster, when the building was occupied in 1991. 



 

 

 

Kryptos is linked to the page Facts the Lost Symbol, Brown called the 1991 

document given to the director of the CIA with the encrypted text(cryptic), among 

others, mentions an ancient portal and the phrase “buried somewhere out there.” 

When we follow Dan Brown’s novel carefully will understand that Brown 

actually has shown Washington, DC as a back drop of The Lost Symbol on the 

cover of the book The Da Vinci Code. All this leads to the mystery of James 

Sanborn sculpture designed for the CIA and was named Kryptos. Kryptos has 

many sites, but the best site is managed by the CIA itself. 

In various solutions according to CIA employees Nola KEYE code is an 

anagram of the alphabet can be transliterated as YA Cryillic ELONKA, translated 

from Russian into “I am Elonka.”This reverence for Elonka Dunin Brown, who 

over the years discussing Kryptos its website dedicated to it. 

Furthermore, the authors was describe the meaning of the last part to be 

correctly identified in The Lost Symbol, is derived from the writings of Howard 

Carter, he said the phrase was “Ancient Portal.”The contents of the Discussion 

Board as follows: 

1) Jim said the statue was sent to a secret location below ground hidden place 

that info. 

2) Although according to Mork topic latitude/ longitude code pointing to a place 

in Washington, DC, the coordinates used missed one degree, Kryptos basically 

refer to itself. 



 

 

 

3) True, throughout any part of it is verbatim from a kind of diary of the famous 

archaeologist, recounted the moment when he unearthed an Ancient Portal that 

led to the tomb of Tutankhamen. 

4) I just skimmed through the entire Carter Field notes on line, and it sounds as if 

he found the stone tablets warning that it stores Pyramid dangerous consequences 

for anyone who disturbs the peace of the pharaoh. Curse! Should we be worried? 

5) Fellow, you know I’m not a conspiracy theorist, but, Jim and Dave should 

interpret Symbol on ched to reveal the final secret, before the world ended in 

2012. 

The portal contains a wealth of meaning stored in Washington, DC, a secret 

involving the CIA director William Webster in 1991. Ancient Portal was named 

Kryptos that in the novel in Mason Pyramid equate with equally great secrecy. 

The writers classify Kryptos as a cultural symbol according to Jerry’s theory 

because encrypted Kryptos has been a forum for the most precious treasure for the 

United States. CIA Director Inoue Sato in the novel says that Pyramid Mason is a 

national security threat, because in the video initiation Mal’akh in all degrees of 

Freemasonry other than American officials here also presents Director of the CIA. 

g. Federal Triangle 

According to findings in D. 3: 20, the writer can explain the meaning of 

symbols. Federal Triangle is a giant triangle in the American capital of 

Washington, DC. L'Enfant architect of the triangle is a triangle proposed federal 



 

 

 

and survived until now. Giant triangle which connects the White House to the 

Capitol, and then returned to the marvelous statue of George Washington which 

was replaced by the Washington Monument. Plan and this triangle in the form of 

miniature carved in stone on the ground Federal Plaza, where Katherine and 

Robert left the taxi to enter the Metro. Located intersection 14 Street NW and 

Pennsylvania Avenue, the first stone plaza incidentally includes a Bible. Writer 

found that the triangle is a form of the Virgo star, specifically the third building 

was constructed based on the time when the star realized Virgo star in the sky. 

A prominent Mason like Washington and Ellicott and the people who name 

the name of the president’s White House is a member of the Mason who is also 

the president, namely Theodore Roosevelt in 1901. The architect of the White 

House is Captain James Hoban an Irish immigrant. 

Laid the first stone of the White House October 13, 1792 in a ceremony 

Mason by George Washington, while the officers were present, among others, 

Daniel Carroll, architect James Hoban, and Master Mason Collen Williamson, of 

cottage 9 George town. The White House is located in the north western tip of the 

triangle, at 1600PennsylvaniaAvenuestreetnamed for the key role played by City 

of Philadelphia in the American Revolution, the location of the signing of the 

Declaration of Independence. If we continue along the right-angled triangle 

hypotenuses were towards the east, we’ll see the Capitol, which are still the most 

impressive buildings in Washington, DC. 



 

 

 

The second point of the triangle is Capitol Building. On 18 September 1793, 

the Masons gathered to determine the position of the end of the next triangle is 

the Capitol building. The Name Capitol in L’Enfant is to remember Capitolium 

Rome. The architect of this building is Dr. William Thornton, who later became 

the first architect of the Capitol. However, the final plan of the building represents 

an agreement between Hoban and Stephen Hallet. Washington, who led the laying 

of the first stone of this sequence, is aprocession of the most widely publicized 

Mason. 

Member James M. Mason Hoban (architect and supervisor) and Collen 

Williamson (expert bricklayer), was written on a silver plate that is placed on the 

original first stone. The first stone using calendar year 5793 Mason (Mason began 

dating 4000 BC, AL, “Anno Lucis”, light years). 

In this ground breaking included a small hammer, shovel silver used George 

Washington. Small hammer came back at the ground breaking of the Washington 

monument. In 1922, a small hammer that is stored in a specially constructed box 

in a strong box Riggs National Banking Washington, DC. Now shovel was 

exhibited to the public in a special box at the George Washington Masonic 

Memorial in Alexandria, Virginia. 

Endpoint triangle, memorial statue of President Washington as envisioned by 

L’Enfant, was never built. Land in place that is meant not support the planned 

building, so that the Washington Monument is currently slightly deviated from 

that originally created a perfect triangle with the White House and the Capitol. 



 

 

 

However, the view from the top reveals a triangular structure, the National Mall 

was amazing both sides Smithsonian Institute, and the National Archives 

Building and the National Art Gallery, which both turned Pennsylvania Avenue. 

The writer classifies federal triangle as a cultural symbol according to Jerry’s 

theory, because the triangle is created specifically for the American state for 

placement of well-known buildings. The laying of the building such that all 

replicate cultures Paris streets centered on a particular point. So triangle contained 

in the United States is a form of design is already in the world Recent Most 

perfectly planned creation. 

h. Number in Freemason. 

In this part the writer will explain D. 6: 68. In the novel, there are number33. 

Number33hasits own quote excerpts from this novel “the holiest figures, 

symbolizing truth and the sacred” is a sacred number in many mystical traditions. 

“Thus the number 33 is important in the realm of Mason, although some believe 

that this figure is an unlucky number. In the official symbol of American eagle 

have 33 feat her son the left wing. Highest level Freemason who is often referred 

to Scottish rite has 33 degrees. On The temple have 33 pillars and a high 33 times 

(10 meters). Christ was crucified at the age of 33 years. The human spine is made 

up of 33. Isaac Newton, scientists attached to the mysticism, find the temperature 

measuring system based on natural phenomena, choose33 degrees as the 

temperature of boiling water. Contained in the pyramid symbol in the novel The 



 

 

 

Lost Symbol revealed at 33 degrees when heated in boiling water using a Newton 

scale. 

The Lost Symbol novel seemed very concerned about the placement of the 

numbers 33, it can be seen from the date of issuance, at which when summed 

15/09/09 15 +9 +9 = 33. Number 33 is also used in the prologue of this novel is 

33 minutes after 20 o’clock; The Lost Symbol has 133 chapters. At the time of 

Pythagoras tradition Numerology considers 33 as the highest number of all the 

main figures. 

The writer classifies Number 33 as cultural symbol according to Jerry’s 

Theory because this symbol is only used on the tradition Freemasons. The 

existence ofanumber33hassignificanceto the Masons so special, because this 

figure symbolizes Sacred Number. 

i. Cross  

Findings from D. 12: 212-213, the writer will show result about meaning of 

symbols. The cross rose is a common symbol in the Brotherhood of Freemasons. 

Indeed, one degree in the Scottish rite is called “Knight Rose Cross”, in honor of 

the adherents Rosicrucian early, which contributes to the mystical philosophy of 

Mason. 

Christian symbol of the cross is a symbol that is respected in the Mason 

fraternity, this is because many of the Christian mason. However, the Masons are 

also many Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus, as well as those who do not have a 



 

 

 

name for their Lord. Cross with circumpunct in the middle is a binary symbol is a 

fusion of the two into a single symbol to one symbol. 

Furthermore, the author will explain the meaning of the cross symbol before 

it became a symbol of Christianity. Until the 4th century, the cross is not a 

symbol of Christianity. Long before that, the cross used by the Egyptians to 

represent the intersection between the two dimensions of human and heaven. As 

above, so below. It was a visual representation of the intersection where man and 

God become one. Circumpunct has many meanings one of the most aesthetically 

pleasing is a rose, symbol of alchemy to perfection. But, if we put the roses in the 

center of the cross, you will create another symbol that is completely different, the 

Rose Cross. 

Order of the Rose Cross or the Order of the Ancient and Mystical Rosae 

Cruis has a mysterious history that influence science and is parallel with the 

legend of the Ancient Mysteries. Revealed a secret policy of this Order for 

centuries and only learned by the smartest people. Name adherents Rosicrucian 

famous in history is composed of rows of the famous Renaissance Europe: 

Paracelsus, Bacon, Fludd, Descartes, Pascal, Spinoza, Newton, and Leibniz. 

This society was founded on the basis of past ancient esoteric truth, the truth 

that must be hidden from the common man, and promises exceptional 

understanding of the spiritual realm. Symbol fraternity has grown over the years 

into a rose on the cross ornate, but it started out as a symbol of a simpler circular 

spots on the cross without any decoration. Rosicrucian himself reputedly founded 



 

 

 

by German mystic named Christian Rosenkreuz which is anagram to Francis 

Bacon, who is believed by some historians set up their own group although there 

is no evidence. 

Pseudonyms are often referred to in the novel The Lost Symbol, as a 

pseudonym that is labeled on the stone pyramid Jeova Sanctus Unus, which has to 

do with the alchemist. This alchemical member of the Royal Society of Langdon, 

followers Rosicrucian and signed a paper with the anagram name Jeova Sanctus 

Unus if reset will result in changes to Isaacus Neutonuus. Degrees Newton 

closely related to decoding the meaning of the pyramid mason, who read the 

symbolon the degree of the thirty-three degrees of the scale Newton to uncover all 

the sense that all symbols contained in the pyramid. 

The writer classifies cross as a cultural symbol according to Jerry’s theory 

because the cross is symbol used in Christianity culture especially in Freemason, 

once a symbol used by the Egyptians as the intersection of man and heaven. 

 

3. Universal Symbol  

Universal symbol is symbols which have universal meaning, this symbol used 

to show as there are some symbols have universal meaning. The universal symbols 

contained in the novel as follows:  

 

 



 

 

 

a. Sacred Book 

According to findings the writer will explain (D. 16: 324). History has 

blessed mankind with the wisest of teacher sever. The teachers are very 

enlightened soul equipped to understand the mental and spiritual mystery beyond 

all comprehension. These experts have a word worthwhile respectively. The 

experts include, Buddha, Jesus, Muhammad, Zoroaster, and others have said that 

throughout history continue in containers old stand most valuable. The most 

precious words were written in book form. 

Every culture, country, religion, on the face of this earth has their holy books, 

sacred word itself, which are all different but the same goal, which is to return to 

God. Every religion has a name for their books, for Christians the Bible says it is, 

for Muslims the Koran is named, for his book called Jews the Torah, for the 

Hindu book called the Vedas. These books are very popular reading material, but 

only a few people who are able to understand the true message contained there in. 

This book  contains a hidden  meaning in every sheet.  

In the novel The Lost Symbol said the language was spoken by the prophets 

in all religions with the “figurative” (Dark Sayings). Dark word does not mean 

“evil” but the meaning is actually obscured from the light. This is done to avoid 

any interpretation that is in the book if it had it not been enlightened person who 

interprets the meaning contained therein. 



 

 

 

The word has long lost the true meaning of the word, but the meaning is still 

there in plain sight for those who want to understand in depth. The meaning of the 

text contained in all of that to this day continues to survive and continue to read, 

ranging from the Bible to the Koran. These books promise enlightenment for 

anyone who is able to understand the true meaning contained in there. 

Furthermore, the authors conclude all contained in the novel The Lost 

Symbol. In every culture, country, and religion always have the same thing. We 

all have a creator, but using a different name, different face, a different form, a 

different way of praying, but in fact God has universal meaning for humans. We 

all have the symbol of God, symbol of the mystery that we cannot understand. 

Ancient people understood this as a symbol of unlimited potential. Symbol that 

has long been lost and waiting to be discovered. 

The writer classifies the Bible as a universal Symbol according to Jerry’s 

Theory because, this book is the book of life shared by all cultures, nations, and 

religions that exist in this world. The difference is the name, and how to pray for 

the mention of their Lord. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION  

This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. After finding kind of 

symbols and analyzing the meaning of symbols in the novel “The Lost Symbol” by 

Dan Brown, the writer gives some conclusions and suggestions as follows: 

A. Conclusion 

After finding and analyzing the data, the writer found some kind of symbols 

containing in the novel, according to Jerry’s theory, the symbols are followed:  

1. Dan Brown’s novel “The Lost Symbol” the writer found some kind of symbols. 

The symbols used in this novel to show as Unite States of America is nation that 

built a good plan, so the form right now if see from goggle earth we can see 

Triangle, pentagram, Head of Baphomet, compass, head of owl is Masonic 

Symbol, and Star of David. This symbol there is important building, like Capitol, 

White House, Washington Monument, and etc. This condition done because the 

founder father of Unite States of America is member of Freemason. This part 

there are some kind of symbols as follows: 

a. Personal Symbol, the writer found six symbols containing the novel there are: 

The Order Eight Franklin Square, Melencolia I, SBB13, Masonic Ring, The 

Apotheosis of Washington, and The double-headed phoenix.  

b. Cultural Symbol, the writer found nine cultural symbols containing the novel, 

as follows: Statue of Freedom, Hand of the Mysteries, Masonic Pyramid, 



 

 

 

Freemason’s Cipher, Great Seal of the United States, Kryptos, Federal 

Triangle, Number 33 and Cross or Rose Cross.  

c. Universal Symbol, the writer found one symbol containing the novel, there is: 

Sacred Book.  

2. Symbol in Dan Brown’s novel “The Lost Symbol” actually to show as America in 

nation have father founder and they are member of Freemason. America is new 

nation adopted from Roma, we can see from big building in this nation, the 

buildings same with Roma building. This done because founder father believe 

America is right place to keep ancient mystery. All symbols in this novel focused 

to the last word or symbol “Holly Bible” and actually all people know about this 

but just a little people can take true message from it. Finally, the writer can 

conclude this novel is religious novel. 

B. Suggestion  

1. The writer suggests to the next researchers to study about semiotics especially 

about symbols, because symbols can take you to other world, place, culture, and other 

symbol, because every place has different culture and symbols.  

2. For my lovely major, we must enlarge course about literature, take more 

lecture literature specialist because this way makes different from the other major.  
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INDEX DATA 

A. Finding 

1. Personal Symbol 

a. Data 1 (Page 21 Part a) 

b. Data 5 (Page 21-22 Part b) 

c. Data 9 (Page 22 Part c) 

d. Data 7 (Page 22 Part d) 

e. Data 11 (Page 22 Part e) 

f. Data 14 (Page 23 Part f) 

2. Cultural Symbol 

a. Data 2 (Page 23 Part a) 

b. Data 4 (Page 23 Part b) 

c. Data 8 (Page 23-24 Part c) 

d. Data 10 (Page 24 Part d) 

e. Data 13 (Page 24 Part e) 

f. Data 15 (Page 24 Part f) 

g. Data 3 (Page 24 part g) 

h. Data 6 (Page 25 Part h) 

i. Data 12 (Page 25 part i) 

3. Universal Symbol 

a. Data 16 (Page 25 Part a)  

B. Discussion 

1. Personal Symbol 

a. Data 1 (Page 26-28 Part a) 

b. Data 5 (Page 28-30 Part b) 

c. Data 9 (Page 30-31 Part c) 

d. Data 7 (Page 31-32 Part d) 

e. Data 11 (Page 33-34 Part e) 

f. Data 14 (Page 34-38 Part f) 



 

 

 

 

2. Cultural Symbol 

a. Data 2 (Page 38-40 Part a) 

b. Data 4 (Page 40-42 Part b) 

c. Data 8 (Page 42-44 Part c) 

d. Data 10 (Page 44-47 Part d) 

e. Data 13 (Page 47-48 Part e) 

f. Data 15 (Page 48-50 Part f) 

g. Data 3 (Page 51-53 Part g) 

h. Data 6 (Page 53-54 Part h) 

i. Data 12 (Page 54-56 Part i) 

3. Universal Symbol 

a. Data 16 (Page 57-58 Part a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1. Personal Symbol

a.  Double-headed Phoenix

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. The Apotheosis of Washington

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INDEX PICTURE 

Personal Symbol 

headed Phoenix 

 

The Apotheosis of Washington 

  



 

 

c. Masonic Ring

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d. SBB XIII 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Masonic Ring 

 

  

  



 

e. Melencolia I

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

f. Order Eight 

 

 

 

 

 

Melencolia I 

Order Eight Franklin Square  

  

 



 

 

2. Cultural Symbol

a. Statue of Freedom

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Hand of Mystery

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cultural Symbol 

f Freedom 

Hand of Mystery 

 

 

  

  

  



 

c. Masonic Pyramid

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d. Freemason’s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Masonic Pyramid 

mason’s Cipher 

 

  

  



 

e. Great Seal of the United States

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

f. Kryptos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Great Seal of the United States 

  

  

 



 

g. Federal Triangle

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

h. Number 33

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Federal Triangle 

Number 33 in Freemason 

  

  



 

i. Cross 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Universal symbol

a. Sacred Book

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Universal symbol 

Sacred Book 

  


